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time—whatever that means in these pandemic times. We’re all dealing
with the realities of a new normal—which is a far cry from what we had all
anticipated it would be.

Paul A. Ocker

Personally, my wife and I were busy planning our 50th Wedding Anniversary which takes place June 13th. Big plans were made. Several outings
minating celebration—Aloha!

George Vernon
John Russell
Chapter Meetings
June 20th
Online only

do have our health and each other. Hawaii will just have to wait.
not! Think about it:
We are still gaining new members. 33 and counting. Welcome to our two newest members—
Michael and Vernon Wright. I love saying that we have the Wright Brothers as members!
We still have several more member applicants in the pipeline.
We have Compatriots working on Supplemental certificates.
We sponsored two of the three top history teachers in the nation, honored by SAR National.

We now hold the all time state record for presenting U.S. Flag Certificates (216), and we are
continuing to recognize citizens, schools and businesses this year despite the fact that we’re all
hemmed in by the virus.
We’re recognizing a respectable number of Scouts who’ve earned the coveted Eagle rank.
We are saluting deserving Air Force JROTC cadets at two local high schools.

(continued)

We are receiving respectable news media coverage of our accomplishments both locally and in the recently
published spring issue of The SAR magazine.

On a personal note, I was asked by WSSAR to chair the state society’s Knight Essay Contest Committee, and I
gladly agreed to do so as it’s a way to support our high school young men and women throughout Washington State.
There’s a lot I can do in this position by collaborating with my contacts at other chapters (which I’ve already done as
a chapter president), to encourage students to participate. Pandemic or not, I’ve still got the email and telephone at
You Can Make It Happen Too:
As I’ve urged each of you in the past, there’s a lot that you can do while we’re searching for ways to occupy our time
during this “shelter in place” period. Leverage your approved record copy to get your sons, brothers, fathers, or
grandsons into the SAR. It’s a great way to leave a legacy for your family. What do you say? There’s no time like
the present.
Likewise, you can begin work on a Supplemental certificate for yourself. I successfully had two approved this year
and I’m wrestling with one more. Wrestling is a polite way to say the challenge I’m facing, but I’m determined! Brick
walls or not!
Finally, keep looking for neighbors and friends to whom you can award a flag certificate. It’s so easy to do so!
for
our chapter Zoom meeting at noon on Saturday, June 20th. We will be sending out the invitation to Zoom with us
in a separate communication.
Enjoy your summer, and we’ll resume operations in September.
Cheers!
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Sons of the American Revolution
Ft. Vancouver Chapter MINUTES OF THE MEETING—MAY 16,2020

President Lightburn convened the first Zoom on line meeting for our chapter at noon. General meet and greet
transpired for 10 minutes. Call to order at 12:10 p.m.
Chaplain Paul F. Ocker offered an opening prayer for the meeting.
Color Guard Captain Larry Peck ordered posting of colors and led Pledge of Allegiance.
Vice President Dustin Berry led the reading of American’s Creed.
Secretary Mike Berry noted attendance of 21 people, which included the following:
* Compatriot Members: Ben Lightburn, Jeff Lightburn, Carl Gray, David Overmyer, George Vernon, John Russell, Larry
Peck, Lee Kearney, Paul A. Ocker, Paul F. Ocker, Bill Gueringer, Dustin Berry, Mike Berry, David Perry, Andrew Brewer.
* Guests: WSSAR President Craig Lawson, Battle Ground teacher Linda Korum, Vancouver teacher John Zingale.
* Dr. Tom and Betty Lawrence History Teacher of The Year Remarks:
o Vancouver iTech Preparatory School teacher John Zingale shared insights into how he utilizes project
based learning techniques to engage his students in more interactive ways. The students develop
students take ownership in process rather than learning about history through traditional methods such
as lectures and textbook assignments. Mr. Zingale also talked about how his students helped the Ft. Vancouver National Site to develop an online virtual tour where people from around the world could access
information and visuals about the Fort and its historical artifacts.
o WSSAR President Craig Lawson; recognized both John Zingale and Linda Korum for their excellence in
the classroom and displayed the special state society’s President’s Award of Excellence that each of

* WSSAR Update: State Society President Craig Lawson
President Lawson provided an update of key activities at the state society level. He mentioned that two
new chapters have been approved—one (George Rogers Clark Chapter) located in Olympia and the
second (Ranger Chapter) in the greater Seattle area. There are now 10 SAR chapters in Washington.
There are approximately 500 Compatriots state-wide.
delayed until June 26 and 27 in Yakima. President Lawson is doubtful that the meeting will take place

President Lawson reported that the 2020 National Congress in Richmond, VA will proceed as planned in
July—with determination of how much of the meeting will be conducted in person versus on line still to
be finalized. President Lawson concluded that planning for the 2021 National Congress in Seattle
continues, and that a big need will be for volunteers to help in the process.
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Business Items:
•

Initiation of new members Michael & Vernon Wright had to be postponed until June. Neither of the Wright
Brothers was able to make the meeting.

•
sent out prior to the May meeting. Having no comments or questions, it was moved and seconded that the
minutes as published be approved. Members present unanimously voted to approve the minutes.
•

Treasurer’s Report: Compatriot Treasurer Paul A. Ocker said that there has been no reportable activity in either

•

Pending Applicant’s Report: Registrar Paul A. Ocker noted that there are currently 7 applicants for new
membership. All are in an active state, with one of the applicants’ paperwork presently at State awaiting
approval, and two were recently approved at National. Compatriot Ocker also reported that there are 7
Supplemental applications in process, with one for Tom Boardman currently at State for review. With SAR
recently resumed the review of applications and the backlog of paperwork is now moving forward. Compatriot
applications and signatures this coming month. A longer-term supply of the watermark paper has also been
ordered.

New Business:
•

New Meeting Location Search: President Lightburn provided an update on the chapter’s search for a new
meeting location once conditions allow members to gather together once again. The Mill Creek Pub in Battle
Ground has closed permanently. Several potential sites are under consideration, including the American Legion
Hall in Vancouver (easy access off the I-5 and State Hwy 500) and Fire District 3 command center community
room in Hockinson. Other sites being evaluated. Consideration for layout to enable social distancing, food
service and free accommodations are important factors. Morning or noon time frames being considered as well.
More updates to come, stay tuned.

•

Chapter Member Eagle Scout recognition: President Lightburn saluted Compatriot Ben Lightburn for his
lapel pin in recognition of his achievement. SAR recognizes those Compatriots who have achieved this notable
distinction.

•

Committee Reports & Comments:
o Carl Gray— Flag Recognition and Eagle Scout Chair. The chapter has distributed 13 flags to deserving
residents and businesses this year, and he encouraged Compatriots to give thought as to neighbors and
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friends they can award a flag certificate. Compatriot Gray also reported that our chapter has presented

when appropriate, help appear in person to present the certificates during Eagle Courts of Honor.
John Russell—Public Relations chair. Compatriot Russell noted that the committee has made progress
by reaching out to area veteran groups and the DAR to build working relationships. A significant activity
that was planned to honor Viet Nam Veterans at the VA campus in Vancouver was canceled due to the
pandemic, but the working structure between our chapter and these other groups is in place for the
rescheduled for a later date. Additionally, our chapter has submitted a story and photos on our recent
Flag Certificate presentation success and our national history teachers of the year to the SAR magazine
for publication. Finally, our chapter has had good news media coverage of the Dr. Tom and Betty
Lawrence awards in our local Columbian and Reflector newspapers.
Bill Guerginger—JROTC Chair. We have a Battle Ground HS JAFROTC cadet who will receive a Bronze
Medal from our chapter this year and we are awaiting word about who the cadet will be from Prairie HS.
We will be inviting the Battle Ground HS cadet and his program instructor, Lt.Col. Andy Woodward, to
attend our June 20 Zoom meeting.

o Members agreed to conduct another chapter meeting via Zoom for June 20 (Noon). New members
Vernon and Michael Wright will be re-invited to join us for their induction.

o Closing Pledge to the Sons of The American Legion by Compatriot Mike Berry.
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Ft. Vancouver SAR Chapter
Operating Committees
Your Fort Vancouver SAR Chapter has dedicated committee chairmen working on key initiatives.

Chairman & Contact
Education
Initiatives: Knight Essay, History Teacher of Year
(Members include David Perry & Doug Barber)

Flag Recognition

Carl Gray; vcarlgray45@gmail.com

Eagle Scout Recognition
JROTC

Bill Gueringer; bgueringer@gmail.com

Initiatives: JROTC Bronze Medals, Cadet Community Activities, Enhanced Essay
(Members include Greg Henderson & Alfred Folkerts)

Membership Relations

George Vernon; grammy49@comcast.net

Color Guard

Captain Larry Peck; pscpeck@gmail.com
Lieutenant Carl Gray; vcarlgray45@gmail.com

Initiatives: Retaining members, help recruit new members

(Members include George Vernon, Jeff Lightburn, Mike Berry, Dustin Berry)

John Russell; jfrussell63@comcst.net

Finance Committee

Harry Justice

Chaplain’s Commentary

“It is written: Man does not live on bread alone but on every word that comes from the mouth of God.” (Deut.
8:3, Mat. 4:4 NIV)

One of these treasures that fascinates me is found in John 12:49-50:

ther, but also that His words were dictated by the Father himself. Further, we are also directed to listen to Jesus
words by the Father as follows:
“While he (Peter) was still speaking, a bright cloud enveloped them, and a voice from the cloud said, “This is my Son,
whom I love; with him I am well pleased. Listen to him.” (Matthew 17:5 NIV)

May God’s peace be with you all.

A word from our WSSAR Secretary
Compatriots,

Those members who registered for the Conference and made room reservations will receive a separate e-mail mes-

Al Pinkham

5115 NW Discovery Ridge CT

Fort Vancouver Chapter of the Sons of the American Revolution
May 2020
Treasurers Report

Checking
Date
25 Apr 2020

Starting

Deposit

Withdraw

Balance

Description

929.70

09 May 2020

929.70

Savings
Date

Starting

Withdraw

Ending

Description

The National Level Society was closed in early March due to COVID 19. Received an email on 8 May stating that

or Memorial Applications in progress.
New Members

Updated

Status

Supplementals

Vernon L Wright

May 20

In progress

Paul Ocker

May 20

In progress

Allen Furlow

Apr 20

Ready for State

George Vernon

Feb 20

In progress

Jared Throop

Apr 28

In Progress

Doug Barber

Mar 20

In progress

Bob Kiser

Apr 20

In progress

Tom Boardman

Feb 20

Pending State

Lander Nelson

Feb 20

In progress

Andrew Brewer

Dec 19

In progress

Vernon L Wright

Dec 19

In progress

Jeff Lightburn

Nov 19

In progress

In progress

George Vernon

Nov 19

In progress

Garry Carpenter
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Status

By Doug Nelson
WSSAR Co-Chair Membership and Chapter Support Committee

What is the National Congress and what happens there? It is the main event of the year for us, occurring annually in
July and hosted by a State Society. It’s a time when we celebrate the accomplishments of the Chapters, State So-

oration contest competitors compete live for first place. It’s busy and rewarding with an opportunity to connect with old
friends, meet new friends and tend to the business of our society.
Attending Congress is one of the most meaningful and rewarding experiences you can have as a member. It’s a fabulous way to learn about how our national society works. The week-long congress consists of business sessions,

goals of our noble society!

Where are upcoming Congresses being held? This year’s Congress in Richmond, VA has been cancelled due to the
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This meeting will take place on the same “third Saturday of the month” slot that we usually meet, except that the video conference will take place a little later in the morning than our typical face-to-face meetings did.

Invitation & Instructions forth coming:
endars now. Questions, contact President Lightburn (jclightburn@gmail.com) or VP Dustin Berry
(ice_man111@comcast.net).
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Chapter Still Looking For New Meeting Location

Your Input Is Appreciated
As we continue to explore possibilities for a new meeting location for our Chapter (once conditions permit it),
we’d welcome any input from you—our fellow Compatriots.
At present, the most promising possibility is the American Legion Smith-Reynolds Post 14 Hall on St.
James Road in Vancouver. It’s easily accessible off the I-5 and State Route 500. Due to the accessibility via I
-5 and the 500, it will not add a burdensome amount of additional travel time for members traveling from the
north. For others who live in Vancouver, it will be lesser of a commute than Battle Ground.

A large meeting room at the post is available for our use at no cost as long as we order food—such as a limited breakfast or lunch for a nominal price. President Lightburn has attended DAR meetings at this location
and he reports that the facility and food are very good.
The large meeting room will likely be available for us to use on the Third Saturday of each month. We need to
decide if we want to meet in the morning or at lunchtime. The room is much larger than the room we had at
the Mill Creek Pub. The Post provides chairs and tables for our use. The room is perfect for setting up tables
and chairs in a configuration to accommodate social distancing.
As our state moves through its various Reopening Phases set down by Gov. Inslee, we will be able to better
determine when we might be able to conduct meetings in the traditional way again. Stay tuned.

Battle of Bunker Hill
From Wikipedia.com
The Battle of Bunker Hill was fought on June 17, 1775, during the Siege of Boston in the early stages of the American
Revolutionary War. The battle is named after Bunker Hill in Charlestown, Massachusetts, which was peripherally involved
in the battle. It was the original objective of both the colonial and British troops, though the majority of combat took place
on the adjacent hill which later became known as Breed's Hill.
On June 13, 1775, the leaders of the colonial
forces besieging Boston learned that the
British were planning to send troops out from
the city to fortify the unoccupied hills surrounding the city, which would give them
control of Boston Harbor. In response, 1,200
colonial troops under the command
of William Prescott stealthily occupied Buncolonists constructed a strong redoubt on
Breed's Hill, as well as smaller fortified lines
across the Charlestown Peninsula.[7]

the Peninsula and mounted an attack
against them that day. Two assaults on the
colonial positions were repulsed with significant British casualties; the third and final attack carried the redoubt after the defenders
ran out of ammunition. The colonists retreat-

The battle was a tactical, though somewhat Pyrrhic victory for the British,[9][10] as it proved to be a sobering experience for
them, involving many more casualties than the Americans had incurred, including many officers. The battle had demonstrated that inexperienced militia were able to stand up to regular army troops in battle. Subsequently, the battle discourmuch fewer, although their losses included General Joseph Warren and Major Andrew McClary, the final casualty of the
battle.[11]
The battle led the British to adopt a more cautious planning and maneuver execution in future engagements, which was
evident in the subsequent New York and New Jersey campaign, and arguably helped rather than hindered the American
forces. Their new approach to battle was actually giving the Americans greater opportunity to retreat if defeat was imminent. The costly engagement also convinced the British of the need to hire substantial numbers of Hessian auxiliaries to
bolster their strength in the face of the new and formidable Continental Army.
On the night of June 16, colonial Colonel William Prescott led about 1,200 men onto the peninsula in order to set up positions from which artillery fire could be directed into Boston.[28] This force was made up of men from the regiments of Prescott, Putnam (the unit was commanded by Thomas Knowlton), James Frye, and Ebenezer Bridge.[29] At first, Putnam,
Prescott, and their engineer, Captain Richard Gridley, disagreed as to where they should locate their defense. Some work
against orders, they decided to build their primary redoubt there.[30] Prescott and his men, using Gridley's outline, began
digging a square fortification about 130 feet (40 m) on a side with ditches and earthen walls. The walls of the redoubt were
about 6 feet (1.8 m) high, with a wooden platform inside on which men could stand and fire over the walls.[31][32]
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aware of them, and tried to convince Gage and Howe that they needed to prepare to attack the position at daylight. British
sentries were also aware of the activity, but most apparently did not think it cause for alarm.[33] Then, in the early predawn,
around 4 a.m., a sentry on board HMS Lively spotted the new fortification, and notified her captain. Lively opened fire,
temporarily halting the colonists' work. Aboard his flagship HMS Somerset, Admiral Samuel Graves awoke, irritated by the
gunfire that he had not ordered.[34] He stopped it, only to have General Gage countermand his decision when he became
fully aware of the situation in the morning. He ordered all 128 guns in the harbor, as well as batteries atop Copp's Hill in
Boston, to fire on the colonial position, which had relatively little effect.[35] The rising sun also alerted Prescott to a significant problem with the location of the redoubt - it could easily be flanked on either side.[33] He promptly ordered his men to
begin constructing a breastwork running down the hill to the east, deciding he did not have the manpower to also build additional defenses to the west of the redoubt.[36]

When the British generals met to discuss their options, General Clinton, who had urged an attack as early as possible,
preferred an attack beginning from the Charlestown Neck that would cut off the colonists' retreat, reducing the process of
capturing the new redoubt to one of starving out its occupants. However, he was outvoted by the other three generals.
of ascent and in short would be easily carried."[37] General Burgoyne concurred, arguing that the "untrained rabble" would
be no match for their "trained troops".[38] Orders were then issued to prepare the expedition.[39]
When General Gage surveyed the works from Boston with his staff, Loyalist Abijah Willard recognized his brother-in-law
Colonel Prescott. "Will he fight?" asked Gage. "[A]s to his men, I cannot answer for them;" replied Willard, "but Colonel
Prescott will fight you to the gates of hell."[40] Prescott lived up to Willard's word, but his men were not so resolute. When
the colonists suffered their first casualty, Asa Pollard of Billerica, a young private killed by cannon fire, Prescott gave orders to bury the man quickly and quietly, but a large group of men gave him a solemn funeral instead, with several deserting shortly thereafter.[
It took six hours for the British to organize an infantry force and to gather up and inspect the men on parade. General
Howe was to lead the major assault, drive around the colonial left flank, and take them from the rear. Brigadier General Robert Pigot on the British left flank would lead the direct assault on the redoubt, and Major John Pitcairn led the flank
or reserve force. It took several trips in longboats to transport Howe's initial forces (consisting of about 1,500 men) to the
eastern corner of the peninsula, known as Moulton's Point.[42][43] By 2 p.m., Howe's chosen force had landed.[42] However,
while crossing the river, Howe noted the large number of colonial troops on top of Bunker Hill. Believing these to be reinforcements, he immediately sent a message to Gage, requesting additional troops. He then ordered some of the light infantry to take a forward position along the eastern side of the peninsula, alerting the colonists to his intended course of
action. The troops then sat down to eat while they waited for the reinforcements.[43]

Prescott, seeing the British preparations, called for reinforcements. Among the reinforcements were Joseph Warren, the
popular young leader of the Massachusetts Committee of Safety, and Seth Pomeroy, an aging Massachusetts militia leader. Both of these men held commissions of rank, but chose to serve as infantry.[42] Prescott ordered the Connecticut men
under Captain Knowlton to defend the left flank, where they used a crude dirt wall as a breastwork, and topped it with
fence rails and hay. They also constructed three small v-shaped trenches between this dirt wall and Prescott's breastwork.
Troops that arrived to reinforce this flank position included about 200 men from the 1st and 3rd New Hampshire regiments,
under Colonels John Stark and James Reed. Stark's men, who did not arrive until after Howe landed his forces (and thus
filled a gap in the defense that Howe could have taken advantage of, had he pressed his attack sooner),[44] took positions
along the breastwork on the northern end of the colonial position. When low tide opened a gap along the Mystic River to
about 100 feet (30 m) in front of the fence and ordered that no one fire until the regulars passed it.[46] Just prior to the ac-

Behind the colonial lines, confusion reigned. Many units sent toward the action stopped before crossing the Charlestown
then, uncertain about where to go from there, milled around. One commentator wrote of the scene that "it appears to me
there never was more confusion and less command While General Putnam was on the scene attempting to direct affairs,
unit commanders often misunderstood or disobeyed orders
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British assault
By 3 p.m., the British reinforcements, which included the 47th Foot and the 1st Marines, had arrived, and the British were
ready to march.[50] Brigadier General Pigot's force, gathering just south of Charlestown village, were taking casualties from
possibility, ordered incendiary shot fired into the village, and then sent a landing party to set fire to the town.[51] The smoke
billowing from Charlestown lent an almost surreal backdrop to the fighting, as the winds were such that the smoke was
kept from the field of battle.[52]
Pigot, commanding the 5th, 38th, 43rd, 47th, and 52nd regiments, as well as Major Pitcairn's Marines, were to feint an assault on the redoubt. However, they continued to be harried by snipers in Charlestown, and Pigot, when he saw what happened to Howe's advance, ordered a retreat.[53]
General Howe led the light infantry companies and grenadiers in the assault on the American left flank, expecting an easy
effort against Stark's recently arrived troops.[54] His light infantry were set along the narrow beach, in column, in order to
several hundred across. As the regulars closed, John Simpson, a New Hampshire man, prematurely fired, drawing an ineffective volley of return fire from the regulars.[citation needed] When the regulars finally closed within range, both sides opened
fire. The colonists inflicted heavy casualties on the regulars, using the fence to steady and aim their muskets, and benefit

The regulars reformed on the field and marched out again. This time, Pigot was not to feint; he was to assault the redoubt,
possibly without the assistance of Howe's force. Howe, instead of marching against Stark's position along the beach,
marched instead against Knowlton's position along the rail fence. The outcome of the second attack was much the same
as the first. One British observer wrote, "Most of our Grenadiers and Light-infantry, the moment of presenting themselves
lost three-fourths, and many nine-tenths, of their men. Some had only eight or nine men a company left ..."[57] Pigot did not
fare any better in his attack on the redoubt, and again ordered a retreat.[58] Meanwhile, in the rear of the colonial forces,

The British rear was also in some disarray. Wounded soldiers that were mobile had made their way to the landing areas,
pain.[61] General Howe, deciding that he would try again, sent word to General Clinton in Boston for additional troops. Clinton, who had watched the first two attacks, sent about 400 men from the 2nd Marines and the 63rd Foot, and then followed
himself to help rally the troops. In addition to the new reserves, he also convinced about 200 of the wounded to form up for
the third attack.[62] During the interval between the second and third assaults, General Putnam continued trying to direct
troops toward the action. Some companies, and leaderless groups of men, moved toward the action; others retreated.
[63] John Chester, a Connecticut captain, seeing an entire company in retreat, ordered his company to aim muskets at that
company to halt its retreat; they turned about and headed back to the battlefield.[64]
The third assault, concentrated on the redoubt (with only a feint on the colonists' flank), was successful, although the colonists again poured musket fire into the British ranks, and it cost the life of Major Pitcairn.[65] The defenders had run out of
ammunition, reducing the battle to close combat. The British had the advantage once they entered the redoubt, as their
troops were equipped with bayonets on their muskets while most of the colonists were not. Colonel Prescott, one of the

The retreat of much of the colonial forces from the peninsula was made possible in part by the controlled retreat of the
disciplined retreat, described by Burgoyne as "no flight; it was even covered with bravery and military skill", was so effective that most of the wounded were saved;[68] most of the prisoners taken by the British were mortally wounded.[68] General
Bunker Hill. By 5 p.m., the colonists had retreated over the Charlestown Neck to fortified positions in Cambridge, and the
British were in control of the peninsula.[69]
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Aftermath
The British had taken the ground but at a great loss; they had suffered 1,054 casualties (226 dead and 828 wounded), with
a disproportionate number of these officers. The casualty count was the highest suffered by the British in any single encounter during the entire war.[70] General Clinton, echoing Pyrrhus of Epirus, remarked in his diary that "A few more such
victories would have shortly put an end to British dominion in America."[9] British dead and wounded included 100 commissioned officers, a significant portion of the British officer corps in North America.[71] Much of General Howe's field staff was
among the casualties.[72] General Gage, in his report after the battle, reported the following officer casualties (listing lieutenants and above by name):[73]

•

1 lieutenant colonel killed

•

2 majors killed, 3 wounded

•

7 captains killed, 27 wounded

•

9 lieutenants killed, 32 wounded

•

15 sergeants killed, 42 wounded

•

1 drummer killed, 12 wounded

jor Andrew McClary was technically the highest ranking colonial officer to die in the battle; he was hit by cannon fire on
Charlestown Neck, the last person to be killed in the battle. He was later commemorated by the dedication of Fort
McClary in Kittery, Maine.[74] A serious loss to the Patriot cause, however, was the death of Dr. Joseph Warren. He was the
President of Massachusetts' Provincial Congress, and he had been appointed a Major General on June 14. His commission had not yet taken effect when he served as a volunteer private three days later at Bunker Hill.[75] Only thirty men were
captured by the British, most of them with grievous wounds; twenty died while held prisoner. The colonials also lost numerous shovels and other entrenching tools, as well as five out of the six cannon they had brought to the peninsula.[76][77]
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